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Self-trapping of negative ions due to electron detachment
in the afterglow of electronegative gas plasmas

I. D. Kaganovich, B. N. Ramamurthi, and Demetre J. Economoua)

Plasma Processing Laboratory, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Houston,
Houston, Texas 77204-4792

~Received 29 December 1999; accepted for publication 20 March 2000!

The spatiotemporal evolution of charged species densities and wall fluxes during the afterglow of an
electronegative discharge has been investigated. It was found that plasma decay crucially depends
on the product of negative-ion-detachment frequency (gd) and diffusion timetd . If gdtd.2,
negative ions convert to electrons during their diffusion towards the walls. The presence of detached
electrons results in ‘‘self-trapping’’ of the negative ions, due to emerging electric fields, and the
negative-ion flux to the walls is extremely small. Thus, negative ions can be extracted in the
afterglow only if gdtd,2. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!00320-X#
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Negative-ion-rich~electronegative! plasmas are of grea
importance in semiconductor manufacturing,1 negative-ion
sources,2,3 the D layer of the lower ionosphere,4 etc. There
often appear new and interesting phenomena in plasmas
taining negative ions in addition to electrons and posit
ions; see, for example, Refs. 5–7.

Pulsed plasmas in electronegative gases have b
shown to offer important advantages compared to th
continuous-wave~cw! counterparts.1–3 Negative ions are dif-
ficult to extract from cw plasmas because of the electrost
fields due to the presence of electrons. When power is tur
off in the afterglow, however, electrons disappear becaus
diffusion to the walls and attachment to gas molecules. A
some time in the afterglow, the electron density and temp
ture are too low for any significant electrostatic fields to e
ist, and a transition occurs from an electron-domina
plasma to a positive-ion–negative-ion~ion–ion! plasma.8–10

After that time, it is possible to extract negative ions out
the plasma. Nevertheless, there are situations for which
electron density in the afterglow does not decay to a level
the fields to completely disintegrate. An example is deta
ment of negative ions in the afterglow that generates n
electrons. Under such circumstances it is possible for ne
tive ions to remain trapped in the plasma. Conditions for t
scenario to occur are studied in this letter by numerical sim
lation and mathematical modeling.

We assume that the ion mean-free path is smaller t
the characteristic chamber dimension and examine o
dimensional species transport in a parallel-plate geome
This study is applicable to plasmas that are not strongly e
tronegative~e.g., oxygen! and electron detachment can occ
in the afterglow. The molecular-oxygen-ion mean-free p
in an oxygen discharge at the lowest pressure studied~2
mTorr! is smaller than the interelectrode gap. The sm
mean-free path is due to the large cross section for reso
charge-exchange collisions. For a collisional plasma,
species fluxes are described by a drift-diffusion model,Gk

52Dk]nk /]x6mknkeE, whereDk andmk are thek-specie
diffusion coefficient and mobility, respectively, tied by th
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Einstein relationDk5Tkmk . Tk is thek-specie temperature
The self-consistent electrostatic field can be found from
condition of zero net currentj 5e(Gp2Gn2Ge)50, and is
given by

E5
Dp¹p2Dn¹n2De¹ne

mpp1mnn1mene
. ~1!

The symbols and subscriptsp, n, and e correspond to
positive ions, negative ions, and electrons, respectively
the electron density (mene@mpp,mnn) and its gradient are
not too small, electrons are described by Boltzmann equi
rium: E52(Te /e)¹(ln ne). Equation ~1! for the electric
field along with the mass continuity equations for negat
ions and electrons, the electroneutrality constraint, and
equation for the electron temperature yield a complete s
tem of equations that describes the spatiotemporal evolu
of charged-species densities, fluxes, and electric field.

]n

]t
2mn

]

]x S Ti

]n

]x
1eEnD5nattne2gdn2b i i np, ~2a!

]p

]t
2mp

]

]x S Ti

]p

]x
2eEpD5Zionizne2b i i np, ~2b!

ne5p2n. ~2c!

In Eqs.~2a!–~2c!, b i i is the ion–ion recombination rate co
efficient, andZioniz , natt, andgd , are the ionization, attach
ment, and detachment frequencies, respectively. We imp
the Bohm velocity for positive ions at the plasma-she
boundary. The negative-ion flux is calculated as shown
Ashida and Lieberman.11 Equations~2a!–~2c! are supple-
mented with an equation for the electron temperature.12

We have chosen a model electronegative gas base
oxygen chemistry.12 We did not account for dissociation o
oxygen molecules, assuming that the deposited powe
small. The chemistry model was validated against exp
mental measurements of ion and electron density and t
profiles in cw oxygen discharges.13

Figures 1 and 2 show typical results of negative-ion a
electron densities, metastable singlet deltaa1Dg (O2* ), and
electron temperature at the discharge center, as well as
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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charged species fluxes at the wall, all as a function of time
the afterglow~power is turned off at time 0!. The only dif-
ference between Figs. 1 and 2 is the discharge pressure

During the active glow~power on!, negative ions are
piled up in the interior of the vessel by the electric field

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of plasma parameters in the afterglow of mo
electronegative gas based on oxygen:~a! densities at the center of the dis
charge; n: negative-ion density;ne : electron density;nm : metastable
a1DgO2* density;Te : electron temperature and~b! fluxes at the wall electron
Ge , positive ionGp , and negative ionGn flux, respectively. Oxygen pres
surep52 mTorr, discharge interelectrode gap 10 cm, and average po
density 10 mW/cm3.

FIG. 2. All conditions are the same as in Fig. 1, exceptp54 mTorr.
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the plasma, and there is practically no negative-ion curren
the wall. In the afterglow~power off!, the electron tempera
ture drops rapidly at first, mainly due to electron-impact e
citation losses. Several tens ofms into the afterglow, the
electron temperature has decreased from several eV~not
shown! to practically room temperature. Thus, late in t
afterglow high-threshold electron-impact reactions~excita-
tion, ionization!, as well as attachment, switch off. For th
plasma parameters of Figs. 1 and 2, the main processes i
afterglow governing plasma dynamics are transport and
tachment of negative ions due to collisions with metasta
oxygen molecules14 O2* . Note that the concentration o
metastables is large because of their low wall quench
probability (;1023).

Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, one can see a drastic dif
ence in behavior. In Fig. 1~at 2 mTorr!, the plasma is rapidly
depleted of electrons. As a result, the plasma electroneg
ity ~ratio of negative-ion densityn to electron densityne!
increases and a transition occurs to a practically electron-
~ion–ion! plasma.8–11,14This transition is abrupt@occurs just
before 0.25 ms in Fig. 1~a!#, accompanied by rapid escape
the remaining electrons by essentially free-electron diffusi
The electron density tends to nearly zero in a finite tim
after which negative ions come out of the plasma and
negative-ion flux to the wall increases sharply@at 0.25 ms in
Fig. 1~b!#. At a pressure of 4 mTorr, however, the tempo
evolution of electron density and wall fluxes is complete
different. The electron density does not decay as rapidly
the plasma electronegativity is not very large, to the po
that the electric field is determined almost entirely by ele
trons ~Boltzmann equilibrium!. Negative ions are trapped i
the vessel and the negative-ion flux is nearly zero during
entire afterglow@Fig. 2~b!#.

In Fig. 1, the electron temperature rises slightly later
the afterglow since there is some energy deposited by
detached electrons~0.6 eV per event! and this energy is dis-
tributed to a very small number of electrons.

The metastable density does not change appreciabl
the afterglow in Figs. 1 and 2, because there are no ap
ciable losses of metastables. For example, the rate of
and electron quenching of metastables~dominant loss
mechanisms! is of the order of 10–100 ms much small
than the 2 ms time period shown. This also results in s
stantial metastable density in the discharge.

Theoretical analysis shows that the crucial parame
that controls behavior isgdtd—the product of negative-ion
detachment frequency (gd5Kdnm) and negative-ion free-
diffusion time (td5L2 /Dn). Here, Dn56.9
3104(cm2 s21)/P(mTorr), Kd53310210cm3 s21 is the rate
constant for detachment,12 nm is theO2* density, andL is the
effective ion-diffusion length.15 For a pressurep52 mTorr,
gdtd50.55, while forp54 mTorr, gdtd51.5.

In Fig. 3, the maximum negative-ion flux during the a
terglow is shown as a function of pressure. Beyond a pr
sure of 3.5 mTorr, the negative-ion flux is very small~by a
few orders of magnitude!. Thus, negative ions can be ex
tracted in the afterglow only if the pressure is smaller tha
critical value. The critical pressure depends on the value
other plasma parameters. It turns out that the critical pres
is determined by the conditiongdtd;1.
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Negative-ion self-trapping in the afterglow can be an
lyzed by a simplified model. We assume that the elect
temperature in the afterglow is equal to the ion tempera
Ti5Te[T, and that the ion mobilities are equalmn5mp

[m i for simplicity. We also assume that ion–ion recomb
nation is slow compared to attachment/detachment and it
be neglected. Negative-ion detachment occurs via react
with O2* .

For zero-density boundary condition for all charged s
cies at the wall, the spatial profiles tend to the fundame
mode, after a short period in the afterglow: all three dens
profiles are similar:15,16

¹n

n
5

¹p

p
5

¹ne

ne
5cos~px/2L !. ~3!

Substituting the electric field, Eq.~1!, and the density pro-
files, Eq.~3!, into Eqs.~2a!–~2b! results in

]n

]t
52td

21n
F21

F
1nattne2gdn, ~4a!

]p

]t
52td

21pS F11

F D , ~4b!

where F511
m i

me

p1n

ne
. ~4c!

During the first stage of the afterglow, the electron density
relatively large~Figs. 1 and 2!, F is close to unity, negative
ion diffusive losses are small, and the positive-ion ambipo
diffusion coefficient is two timesDp .

In the late afterglow, electron and ion densities a
coupled to each other and evolve in a similar man
]p/p]t 5 ]n/n]t ~see Figs. 1 and 2 for times longer tha
0.25 ms!. Equations~4a!–~4c! can be combined to obtain
quadratic equation for inverse electronegativity,y[ ne /n.

ñatty
21~12g̃d!y22g̃d

m i

me
50, ~5!

whereg̃d[gdtd/2 ñatt[natttd/2. Equation~5! has two roots,
one of which is negative and thus nonphysical. Ifg̃d,1,
neglecting terms of order m i /me , y5 @2g̃d /(1
2g̃d)#m i /me , the electronegativityn/ne;me /m i is large,

FIG. 3. Maximum of negative-ion flux in the afterglow as a function
pressure. All other conditions are the same as in Fig. 1.
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and the charged species fluxes correspond to free-elec
and ion diffusion. The corresponding ratios of wall fluxes a
Ge /Gp 5 2g̃d /(11g̃d) and Gn /Gp 5 (12g̃d)/(11g̃d).
Physically, this means that electrons are quickly removed
free diffusion. The electron flux in the late afterglow is pr
duced by detachment of negative ions during their free
fusion. This implies that the electron flux is proportional
gdtd . If g̃d>1, the physical picture changes drastically. T
solution to Eq. ~5! is now y5 (g̃d21)/ñatt, and Ge /Gp

51, Gn /Gp 5 (m i /me)(y12)/2y(y11). This corresponds
to a relatively large number of electrons in the afterglo
The presence of these electrons causes the negative io
be trapped. In the limitm i /me→0, Equation~5! describes a
transcritical bifurcation.17

The simplified theory has several limitations. The ele
tron temperature in the afterglow~see Figs. 1 and 2! can be
larger than the ion temperature~the latter is close to room
temperature!, ion mobilities can be different, and ion–io
recombination can play a role. Despite these limitations,
theory seems to capture the system behavior semiquan
tively. For example, the theory predicts the transition to ta
place at a value ofgdtd52, but numerical simulation~with-
out the assumptions incorporated in the theory! predicts the
transition to happen at a pressure of 3.5 mTorr, which c
responds togdtd51.5. Also, if gdtd is small, the analytical
estimate of the flux ratioGe /Gn 'gdtd matches the simula
tion results ~At p52 mTorr, gdtd50.55, and simulation
predictsGe /Gn 50.499; atp51.5 mTorr, gdtd50.28, and
simulation predictsGe /Gn50.3). The reason for this clos
agreement could be the fact that, in spite of higherTe , the
electron density is too small in the late afterglow for t
fields to be important.

In summary, negative ions can be extracted in the af
glow of electronegative discharges only ifgdtd,2. This im-
plies that negative-ion sources should operate at low p
sures and not too large gaps.
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